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About INCROSS

Ad Media
* Korea’s top mobile publisher
* Handles operations for T Store

* Media representative
* Agency services & ad platform 
   development

* RTB-based video ad network “dawin”
* PAS(Plug-in App Store), a content 
   marketing platform

Game

Media
Representative

+ +

TheAppsGames PAS
dawin



About TheAppsGames

Producing Marketing

 Localizing 
 Culturizing
 Developing
 Consulting

Pre-Registration
Boosting / Viral
Online, Mobile Ad, 
Outdoor Ad
Analysis / Tracking

Sourcing

+

Operating

Quality Assurance
Game Management
Customer Service
Settlement

+

Investment

Global
Mobile
Game

+

One Stop Service



Game Intro
140 years after losing the gods, humanity has been thrown into chaos, 
and is on the edge of collapse. Lead mankind’s last hope to defeat the devils and 
save civilization. ‘Legend of Gods’ is a side-scrolling dungeon-crawling MORPG, with fantastic 3D 
graphics, an auto-battle system, and a PVP party/guild system. A deeply engaging title, ‘Legend of 
Gods’ provides extreme fun for all age groups. ‘Legend of Gods’ was awarded the 2013 Google Play 
& SK T Store Best Game award.

Developer : mAPPn

Legend of Gods for Kakao

Farm Frenzy for Kakao

Genre : MORPG Nation : China

Developer : Alawar Genre : Resource Management Nation : Russia

   Game Intro
     Two hundred million players worldwide can't be wrong! ‘Farm Frenzy for Kakao’ offers 
        an all-new adventure with classic gameplay fans love! ‘Farm Frenzy for Kakao.’ casts 
                  dozens of animals, but only the best made the cut! Once you start playing
                        ‘Farm Frenzy for Kakao’, you won't be able to stop! ‘Farm Frenzy for Kakao’
                              is GUARANTEED to cheer you up!

Game Introduction



Game Introduction

War-Valley II for Kakao

Developer :  CMGE Genre : MMORPG Nation : China

Developer : flaregames

Royal Revolt 2 for Kakao

Genre : Defense RPG Nation : Germany

Game Intro
Battle against thousands of players across the world to become the
one true king. More than 3 million downloads and 5-star reviews
by players and press alike have recognized ‘Royal Revolt 2’ as one of
the best games of 2014! A sizzling-hot 3D action and strategy game

where you defend your castle and build a deadly maze for your
enemies. Explore and conquer the kingdoms of friends and

foes in this brilliant sequel.

Game Intro
‘War-Valley II’ features a unique game system setup, two skill tree 

development paths, and four different characters, taking you deep 
into a vivid game world. Well-designed raids are the best place to challenge 
yourself; a leisure and social system enrich your gameplay; magnificent skill 
effects will give you the best experience. It includes PVP and PVE modes.      

   ‘War-Valley II’ took first place in download ranking of Google Play                 
Korea, the SK T Store, and the Naver Store.                  



Game Introduction

What’s Up, My Lord? for Kakao

Developer : Tipcat Genre : TCG + RPG Nation : China

The Hero for Kakao

Developer : UQEE Genre : SLG + RPG Nation : China

Game Intro
Ages ago, a mighty warlock created a dark portal. Thousands of demons invaded 
a shattered world through this gateway. One last prince, armed with unshakable 
faith, is prepared to defeat the seemingly unstoppable Dark Legion. A war among 
demons, humans, dragons, elves, orcs, and elementals is now beginning. ‘The Hero 
for Kakao’ is a legendary turn-based smartphone game combined with RPG and
Strategy elements. ‘The Hero for Kakao’ features three factions, multi player 
battlegrounds, massive-player boss raids, a guild system, and other SLG+RPG 
genres. Players also compete for top Arena ranking. 

Game Intro
‘What’s up, My Lord? for Kakao’ is a new strategy TCG+RPG with funny conversation and a humorous 
storyline. Follow the PvE storyline step by step while powering up your dynamic generals. Our fun PvP 
mode includes guild wars and sieges, where you compete with other players. ‘What’s up, My Lord? for 
Kakao’ took first place in download ranking on both Google Play Korea and KakaoTalk.



Game Introduction

Developer : T-Fire

Monster Alliance

Sunkuk : Rule the World!

Genre : MOBA Nation : China

Developer : 9fang Genre : MMORPG Nation : China

Game Intro
This is a lifelike MOBA game with smooth, high-definition graphics, only

requiring low smartphone configurations. Play in PvP league or protect
the crystal together with your friends. Band together to challenge
various lower-level and world bosses. With a strong and powerful

union PK system, always remember, you are not fighting alone!

Game Intro
‘Sunkuk : Rule the World!’ may have been the most-acclaimed 3D MMO on
mobile devices today. Enjoy fabulous real-time 3D actions and an engaging
MMO experience in this heroic fantasy world. Join country-wide battles with

tens of thousands of players for world domination, all in real time. Create
or join a guild to attack & conquer territory to become the emperor. Gain
power to share with friends or choose to adventure solo, interacting with

other players, peacefully or otherwise. With over 1.2 million users in Korea alone,
‘Sunkuk : Rule the World!’ took first place in download ranking on the SK T Store.



Game Introduction

Game Intro
‘Attack On Three Kingdoms’ combines Korean style with Chinese characters, which makes 
it eye-catching among similarly-themed games. Players can collect and cultivate a variety 
of heroes to support their city and become dominant in the land. Strategy matters, and 
players not only need to improve their heroes’ talents and skills, but also need to develop 
synergy between battle units. All characters were originally painted by a famous Korean 
painter, so feast your eyes while playing!

Developer : Kongzhong

Attack On Three Kingdoms

Going Going Gone: Homerun Classic

Genre : COC+TCG Nation : China

Developer : PlayBean Genre : Sports Nation : Korea

Game Intro
Realistic 3D homerun derby! ‘Going Going Gone: Homerun Classic’ is a baseball homerun battle title, 
featured by ESPN Homerun Tonight. Become a hard-slugging superstar through an online Facebook 
/ PVP battle mode and world ranking system. Practice against overhand and sidearm pitchers, level up, 
and upgrade your equipment and uniform. ‘Going Going Gone: Homerun Classic’ was featured in 
Google Play's Our Favorites this Week Category and selected as the Best homerun derby game of 2013 
by Applenapps.com.



Game Introduction

Game Intro
‘KingMaker’ is a fantastic 3D RPG strategy siege game with social features. It is a fast-moving

game that is easy to control. It provides a variety of battle modes-a 99-level story mode, death
arena, and siege battles with friends (PvP). Now gather your powerful summoners and upgrade

their skills and abilities to prepare for battle!

Developer : Alpha Cloud

King Maker

I Love Style

Genre : RPG Nation : Korea

Developer : Nok Nok Genre : SNG Nation : Korea

Game Intro
Welcome to ‘I Love Style’. Fashion-hungry consumers are lined up, waiting for the doors of

your hot new boutique to open. Provide clothes, hair styles, makeup, and nail art to high-end
clientele. Visit friends’ locations and “like” items in their boutiques. There are many “wannabe”

customers, so customize and accessorize them with a variety of hair styles, makeup, and
clothing lines.
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